Course:
DMED 502: Interdisciplinary Improvisation – 3 credits
Term:
Fall 2020
Instructor:
Patrick Pennefather
Email:
patrick.pennefather@ubc.ca
Virtual Office Hours: By appointment
Mandatory Hardware Requirements: Computer, Built-in Computer webcam, Headphones
Software Requirements: Canvas, Zoom, Miro, Snap Camera
Other: A Journal that is supplied by the MDM Program
Course Goal
The goal of the course is to identify the situations in which improvised interactions occur on collaborative
projects, and through the practice of specific activities cultivate and develop improv abilities that will
support individuals and teams. Improvisational exercises are drawn from many creative disciplines and
can be used strategically to support how teams innovate, collaborate, manage and design on digital
media production pipelines.
Note: While the course content will focus on supporting individuals and teams working together at a distance, all activities, tools
and processes can be applied to in-person collaboration as well.

Primary Learning objectives
By the end of the course learners will be able to:
• Identify situations in which improvised interactions manifest in their creative workflow with
others;
• Exercise improv abilities that support how they collaborate, manage, design and innovate on
projects;
• Adapt and develop their own toolbox to improve how they work at a distance with others.
Weekly learning objectives will be specific to the content of each class. These will include the intent to:
• Improve presentational skills (speaking, presence, focus, presence, confidence);
• Practice problem solving with others through scenario-based activities;
• Rapidly prototype solutions for collaborative, design, management and creative challenges.
Course Characteristics
The course will have synchronous and asynchronous components:
Synchronous interactions include:
• A weekly 1.5 hour Zoom call in which specific activities will be facilitated.
Asynchronous activities include:
• Assigned readings and discussion prompts on Canvas to support the ideas presented each week.
• Assignments in the form of visual models and journal entries that intersect with other courses.
• Weekly videos that: 1) introduce weekly themes addressing where/when improvisation manifests
on collaborative teams; 2) showcase MDM graduates who explain when spontaneous interactions
occur in a typical day in the work life; 3) walk-through specific visual models to support generating
ideas, improving collaboration with others, managing creativity and designing from a humancentered approach.
Note 1: Weekly revision of course activities in each session WILL OCCUR based on the degree of assimilation of content
by the entire cohort and in alignment with the other fall courses. Changes will be communicated via email and canvas
Friday of each week. Note 2: The cohort will be divided into two groups according to time zones. That assignment
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will occur in August. On occasion the full cohort will come together for a class. These times will be noted ahead of
time.

Sessions Overview
Each class will challenge learners to practice improv abilities based on the user experience of
improvisation in different collaborative situations. These collaborative situations are formed by the
intersection of four main activation points that relate to how teams collaborate, manage, innovate and
design together.
Schedule
Date

th

Monday September 14
Monday September 21st
Monday September 28th
Monday October 5th
FRIDAY October 16th
Monday October 19th
Monday October 26th
Monday November 2nd
Monday November 9th
Monday November 16th
Monday November 23rd
Monday November 30th

C15 Group 1 PACIFIC TIME

C15 Group 2 PACIFIC TIME

10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am
10am-11:30am

6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm
6pm-7:30pm

Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Class Themes

(Stories that Emerge when Collaborating with Others)
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Weekly Sessions
Weekly sessions are focused on collaborator experiences that surface on digital media projects.
Collaborative Scenarios propose that we identify what type of improvised actions or interactions occur,
then target class activities to improve our response within those interactions and with the actions that we
take. Collaborative Scenarios consist of combinations of interactions that relate to how individuals and
teams collaborate, innovate, design and manage together.
Your class user experience is as follows:
1) You start on Monday and through your laptop arrive thru it’s built in webcam and audio wearing
headphones for a 1.5 hour Zoom class.
2) You arrive just before the scheduled time and are let in by the Instructional Assistant.
3) Class starts on time.
4) Should you arrive late you wait in the waiting room until the first activity is complete.
5) Once in, objectives and an agenda are declared.
6) The Collaborative Scenario (see below) is presented.
7) You receive instruction as a group for your first activity.
8) You break off into smaller groups with a focused and time-boxed activity.
9) You come back to the group and we share findings. You either contribute or the instructor elicits you to
make an offer if they notice you are persistently quiet.
10) Step 7)-9) are repeated for subsequent activities.
11) We close the class with a structured reflection.
12) After class during the week you read, watch specific videos and complete assignments noted in the chart
below (subject to change).
13) Repeat at 1) for the next class.

Collaborative Scenarios

Activities

Learning Outcomes

Class 1: What happens when…

• Ice-breaking
• Knowledge to Knowing
Framework
• Rules of Play
• Values Mind Map
• Creating Safety

• Identify where and when improv abilities
might be needed on production pipelines
• Practice breaking the ice with new people.
• Brainstorm visual models together.
• Improve upon how you work with a team at
a distance.

Zoomprov
OARR’s
Listening
Personas
Empathy
VENN

Reading: Free Play
Assignments: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 1,
Team ROP’s, Values Model
• Understand Persona and Empathy visual
models.
• Learn how you share and how you receive in
planned and unplanned settings
• Analyze and plan your work with others at a
distance.
Reading: Practicing Collaboration in Design
Assignments: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard
2, OARR’s, Personas, Empathy, VENN

• Individuals and teams meet to work on
something new for the first time?
• A new recruit needs to work with an
established team?

Class 2: What happens when…
• You meet with the team?
• You meet with a client?
• You try and define a target user?

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Class 3: What happens when…
•
•
•
•

You brainstorm with others?
You decide on a direction or idea?
You solve problems with others?
You have gaps in knowledge?

Class 4: What happens when…
• You create something for someone?
• You have to complete tasks?
• You have to prioritize tasks with
others?
• You have to manage tasks over time?
• Others depend on you and you on
them?
Class 5: What happens when…
• You come up with solutions?
• You prototype with others?
• You play the part of the customer?

Class 6: What happens when…
•
•
•
•

You propose ideas to team members?
You propose ideas to clients?
Ideas are challenged by a client?
Ideas are challenged by a team
member?
• You present yourself?
• You speak?
• You listen?

Class 7: What happens when…
• You want to improve next time?
• Your work is reviewed?
• You are reviewed?
Class 8: What happens when…
• You want to test your ideas?
• You want feedback on your ideas?
• You need to integrate feedback on
your next iteration?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Dissociative thinking
What IF
Yes, AND, IF, BUT, No
Problems Solved Model
5 Why’s & Root Causes

•
•
•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
User stories
Prototyping
Scrumboard
Bullseye
Voting

•
•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Coca Cola
Rapid Solutioning
Zoom Embodied Prototyping
Solutions Path

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Experts
Shoulder judges
Conducted experts
Tongue Twisters
Presentation Tips
Feedback Model

•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Retrospective Models
KFC
Feedback Instrument

• Zoomprov
• User-testing protocols
• Usability Dashboard
• Data analysis
• Action Statements

• Identify how you solve problems.
• Scope big ideas with others.
• Cultivate a yes-and mindset.
• Analyze the root of a problem.
Reading: Why Bad Ideas are good ideas
Assignments: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 3,
What IF, 5 Why’s, Problems Solved Model,
Solutions Path, Problem Statements, Dream
House Low Fidelity Drawing.
• Hack an agile development cycle
• Break down features into tasks
• Estimate time and understand skills gaps
• Scope and construct a physical prototype
Reading: Improv (ing) Agile
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 4,
Dream House Scrumboard, Dream House
Maquette Video Project
• Identify and understand the purpose of
different types of prototypes;
• Prototype, evaluate, iterate
• Ideate using user-centered tools to
prototype customers
Reading: Make it fast
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 5,
Solutions Path Visual Model
• Give and receive feedback on unplanned
ideas
• Assess how ideas are perceived in the
moment.
• Evaluate and extend the ideas of others.
• Improve listening through practice.
• Analyze and respond in-the-moment to
challenges.
• Respond and adjust to unknown variables
when you present to others.
Reading: Yes to the Mess, followership.
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 6,
Video Bio V.1, Shoulder Judges, Feedback
Model
• Assess yourself and others
• Provide feedback to others
• Constructively criticize yourself and others
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 7,
Retrospective Visual Model, Feedback
Instrument, KFC
• Learn how to properly stage everything
from a meeting to a user-test ssess yourself
and others
• Provide feedback to others
• Constructively criticize yourself and others
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Class 9: What happens when…
• You or team lose interest in your
project?
• You want to be re-inspired

Class 10: What happens when…
• You need to present ideas to your
client?
• You need to receive feedback from
your client?
• You reflect on your own performance
You reflect on the performance of
others.
Class 11: What happens when…
• You need to revitalize your team?
• You want to check in on your team?
• You want to ensure team motivation?
Class 12: What happens when….
• You retrospect on your project?
• You reflect on your own performance?
• You reflect on the performance of
others?

•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Experts V.2
Bad Ideas
Opposite Thinking

•
•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Client Scenarios
Client Type-ology
Simple to Wicked Problems
At a Distance Presenting

•
•
•
•

Zoomprov
Team pains model
Activity lists
Gameplay

• Zoomprov
• Feedback instrument
• Conflict resolution

Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 8,
Usability dashboard, Action statements
• Ideate out of the box ideas
• Generate thematic ideas spontaneously
• Captivate others with your ideas.
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 9,
Bad Ideas models
• Build and defend a compelling solution for a
wicked problem in-the-moment
• Devise and deliver a presentation using
zoom
• Provide feedback to others
• Constructively criticize yourself and others
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 10,
Client response typology
• Identify when team’s need attention
• Outline and articulate strategies to improve
team culture
• Match activities with team pains to solve
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 11,
Team Pains model, Lists Activity
• Assess yourself and others
• Provide feedback to others
• Constructively criticize yourself and others
Assignment: Canvas Discussion, Storyboard 12,
Journal Entries, All Storyboards, Feedback
Instrument

Required Readings:
All assigned readings are available digitally via canvas as pdf’s. Learners are encouraged to read them all
prior to the first class to best understand the context of the process and tools that they will be learning.
Readings are assigned in the first 6 weeks of the course and learners will be prompted to answer specific
questions within a canvas thread by the instructor.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reading 1: Free Play (Excerpt), Inspiration and Time’s Flow
Reading 2: Practicing Collaboration in Design Excerpt
Reading 3: Why Bad Ideas are a Good Idea.
Reading 4: Improv-ing Agile. (Excerpt). Safety
Reading 5: Make it Fast. Game Developers Magazine.
Reading 6: Yes to the Mess (Excerpt).

Optional readings that will provide those interested with a broader context of improvisation in culture and
management:
•
•
•

The Culture of Spontaneity (book)
Creating a level playing field: Improvisational play in collaboration and education
Organizational Improvisation. pg. 3-18.
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•

Improvisation Principles and Techniques for Design

Recommended readings to support collaborative design activities in this course, your other courses and
projects courses:
•
•
•
•
•

Drawings on The Back of the Napkin. Dan Roam. Introduction. Chapters 1-3.
The Mind Map Book. Tony & Barry Buzan. Chapter 1.
How Pixar Fosters Collective Creativity
Understanding Visual Thinking
Waterfall to Agile: Lessons Learned

Evaluation:
Each of the three grading zones below is further broken down into quantifiable measurements of each
learner’s developing abilities. Grades are highly individualized, impacted by their interaction with others,
and directly proportional to 100% conscious attendance, with weekly observation and documentation of
the amount of effort, improvement and persistent communication each learner undertakes in the further
development of their collaborative abilities. Mid-term grades are provided as a barometer of progress
and to give each learner the ability to improve their performance in the course.
Synchronous
Participation

Percentage of Total Grade

30%

Weighted according to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assimilation

Synchronous Attendance
Punctuality (arriving to Zoom on time or before)
Participation in discussion (without me asking)
Presence (attention and focus in the room)
Receptivity to other people’s ideas
Collaborative initiative (engaging in team work)
Risk-taking beyond comfort zone (ex. first to volunteer, not
waiting to be volunteered, fearless offers)
Practice and improvement over time
Communication and offering of ideas spontaneously and
improving presentation of self (voice, clarity, focus)

Percentage of Total Grade
Weighted according to:
•
Willingness to try all exercises
•
Improvement of assignments over time
•
Taking direction and feedback and applying it
•
Accepting challenges offered by instructors
•
Improving collaboration with others in Projects 1
•
Application of materials to other classes

Assignments

Percentage of Total Grade
Weighted according to:

15
10
15
10
10
10
10
10
10
Total: 100
Converted to 30%
20%
20
20
15
15
15
15
Total: 100
Converted to 20%
50%
10%
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•

•
•
•

•

TOTAL

Journal: Reflection in a journal. Completion of assignments
related to the course content weekly. Due by the beginning of
the next class. Criteria include:
o Visual Detail
o Timely completion of task
o Refinement
o Quality
o Improvement based on in-class feedback
Storyboards 1-12 (same criteria as above)
Visual Model Assignments (same criteria as above)
Reflection On-Action (Online thru Canvas). Weekly reflection
based on prompts. Criteria include:
o Detail
o Timely completion of task
o Refinement
o Quality
o Improvement based on feedback
Comments on readings: Weekly readings and responses to
readings based on prompts. Criteria include:
o Timely completion
o Responding to other learner responses
o Understanding of the reading
o Clear articulation of response
o Quality (grammar)
o Improvement based on feedback

10%
10%
10%

10%

100%

Note on Attendance and Participation:
Interdisciplinary improvisation is hybrid at-a-distance course and requires attendance, presence and
complete participation as detailed in the rubric above.
•

•

•
•
•

You are expected to be fully present and are graded on participation at every workshop-oriented
class on the schedule. CLASSES CANNOT BE MADE UP. While sickness is sometimes inevitable, a
doctor’s note is required should you have to miss any class. MISSING 3 CLASSES will lead to failure
of the course. Missing 2 will reduce your grade significantly.
Lateness informs grading as does class attendance and full presence. Classes start punctually every
week according to the schedule. All latecomers must ask permission to join a session already in
progress regardless of the reason. Instructions will not be repeated nor will it be tolerated if a
latecomer bothers another student for instructions. If arriving later than half an hour into a class,
you can join but may be marked as absent.
Texting, checking your email, using your smart phones or laptops for any other reason besides a
guided class activity will be noticed and your mark impacted negatively.
You are required to attend all group classes and the final two classes without exception.
Failure to complete assignments will also impact the Participation grade.
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Required Accounts
You are required to register personal accounts for Canvas, Zoom and Miro prior to first class. You are
expected to go to Canvas regularly for any course updates, materials and readings. Weekly class updates
are also emailed prior to each Monday of the course.
Required Blank Paged Journal
A blank-paged journal is supplied to each learner who is expected to take responsibility and ownership of
it. Learners will be drawing in the journals for the improvisation course and expected to bring these to
every class. All reflections should be contained within the journal. A digital scan of the journal entries
must be submitted periodically and at the end of the semester, a week after the last class.
Dress Code
Dress comfortably for all improvisation classes. Wear comfortable clothes. You are expected to
participate in all activities and wearing clothes that prohibit this will impact your participation grade.
Written & Spoken English Requirement:
Written and spoken work may receive a lower mark if it is, in the opinion of the instructor, deficient in
English. SFU and the MDM Program provide a wide range of free support for those who need and it’s up
to each learner to seek that support.
Religious Accommodation:
The university accommodates students whose religious obligations conflict with attendance, submitting
assignments, or completing scheduled tests and examinations. Please let your instructor know in
advance, in the first week of class, if you will require any accommodations on these grounds.
Academic Integrity
MDM Program considers plagiarism to be the most serious academic offense that a student can commit.
Regardless of whether or not it was committed intentionally, plagiarism has serious academic
consequences and can result in expulsion from the university. Plagiarism involves the improper use of
somebody else’s words or idea’s in one’s own work.
It is the student’s responsibility to ensure you fully understand what plagiarism is. Please see the SFU
website for an explanation of the various types of plagiarism and to take the plagiarism tutorial:
http://www.lib.sfu.ca/help/writing/plagiarism
Grading Profile
A+
A
AB+
B
BC+

95-100
90-94
85-89
80-84
75-79
70-74
65-69
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C
F

60-64
0 - 59

Policies
The student and academic policies of the Masters of Digital Media Program and of Simon Fraser
University apply within this course.
Relevant SFU policies can be found at:
•
Graduate General Regulations
http://students.sfu.ca/calendar/for_students/grad_regulation.html
•
Academic Honesty and Student Conduct Policies
http://www.sfu.ca/policies/Students/index.html
•
Teaching and Instruction Policies
http://www.sfu.ca/policies/teaching/index.htm
•
University Policies (complete site)
http://www.sfu.ca/policies
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